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346 PROBLEMS AND SOLUTIONS. 

Substituting the value of R in 2, expanding the binomials, and reducing we finally get, 

4 [2 +sin B/2 + s -2 + sin A/2 + sin B/2 + sin C/2J 

Also solved by F. R. MORRIS, HORACE OLSON, G. W. HARTWELL, J. W. 
CLAWSON, PAUL CAPRON, and J. W. CROMWELL. 

484. Proposed by NORMAN ANNING, Chilliwack, B. C. 
Show that when spheres of uniform size are packed in the closest possible manner there is, 

in the interior of the mass, about 26 per cent. of voids. 

SOLUTION BY LAENAS G. WELD, Pullman, Ills. 
The given space may be divided into (equal) rhombic dodecahedrons. Spheres inscribed 

to these will be packed in the closest possible manner, since each has contact with twelve equal 
spheres. Now, the rhombic dodecahedron may be conceived as follows: Place a cube and a regular 
octahedron in such relation that each of the twelve edges of either figure is bisected at right angles 
by an edge of the other; then join the extremities of the edges so related, thus forming twelve 
rhombs, which are the faces of the figure in question. Each rhomb has for one of its diagonals an 
edge of the cube and for the other the corresponding edge of the octahedron. Taking the edge of 
the octahedron as 1, that of the cube related to it as above is equal to 2 42J. Moreover the radius 
of the inscribed sphere is equal to 2, which is also the altitude of each of the twelve rhombic pyra- 
mids into which the dodecahedron may be resolved. The area of the base of each of these pyra- 
mids is one half the product of its diagonals, which is equal to j-4J_; whence the volume of the 
dodecahedron is 

D = 2(l3 2 2=2 

The volume of the sphere is S = 7r/6. 
The ratio SID is equal to the ratio of the aggregate volume of the spheres to that of the 

space in which they are packed, since this space is completely filled by the circumscribing rhombic 
dodecahedrons. This ratio is 0.7405-. The voids, therefore, occupy 0.2595 + of the space, or 
about 26 per cent. 

Also solved with slightly different results by PAUL CAPRON, G. PAASWELL, 
J. W. CLAWSON, and HERBERT N. CARLETON. 

CALCULUS. 

400. Proposed by H. S. UHLER, Yale University. 
The axis of a prism whose right section is a regular polygon of apothem a and n sides passes 

through the center of a sphere of radius R. Show that, in general, the volume may be expressed 
by the formula: 

V = 37R3 + 2a2n (R2 - a2 sec2T ) tan n7 

2a(R2 -a2seC2 - tan- Rsin- - 
+ 'an(3R2 - a2) sin- a2 n 4nR3 sin-1 

n 

Also discuss the special cases when a = R cos (7x/n) and when n = oo. 

SOLUTION BY R. K. MORLEY, Worcester, Mass. 
Using cylindrical co6rdinates 

r 
= ff sec 0 fnfpdzdpd = - n (R2 - a2 sec2 0)312d0 + 4n f R3do 

4 
r tr 

2 
n 

-a2 c2 =-4n JO (R2-a2 sec 0) (R2 - a seC2 0)1/2do + 4 rRl 
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For brevity, set c2 = R2 - a2. Then 
07rln R2(R2 -a2 sec2 6)d6 7 /In V = - R2(R2 - a2 sec2 4)dO + 4na (c2 - a2 tan2 0)112 . a sec2 Ode + 4rRR3 3 0J (R?2- a2 sec2 0)1/2 -9 fo 

--4nR3 2 R cos 6dO +nR2a (71l asec2 0d - R3 0 
(C2 - R2 Sjn2 0)1/2 3 0J (C -a 2 tan2 0)1/2 

a tan - tatan?l 
3 

n 
C "r 

c2 sin- V + 4-na 2 - a2tan2- +2 3si' kIJ+FrR2, 

R sin' N I a tan-7r' 
= -4~nR3 sin-' - J + 4nR2a sin1 - 

a tan \ 
+ 3na2 tan R2 a2 sec2 + na(R2 - a2) sin' 3I + 4rR2, 

R sin E 
- 47rR2 + 2 2 2Rina2n -\i - a2 sec tan nR3 sin- (R2 - a2)1 "2 

a tan 1 
+ gan(3R2 - a2) sin- (R2 - a2)"2 J* 

This form for the result is more convenient than that required, but if desired this may be trans- 
formed into the required form by means of the relation 2A = sin-1 (2 sin A cos A) applied to the 
last term. 

Special Case I. a = R cos (r/n). Then the polygonal cross-section of the prism is inseribed 
in a great circle of the sphere, and 

Vi = volume of sphere - n spherical segments of altitude R - a 

=9irR3- nr [R(R-a)2- 3 ], 

47JR3-z 23R3 -R2a as 

Putting a = R cos (r/n) in (1) throughout except in the coefficient of the last term and reducing 

Vi = 4rR3 - 27rnR3 + -rnR2a - na3 

=47rR3 -n(r 2R3-R2a + ?), 
as before. 

Special Case II. n = oo. In this case there are some indeterminates to be evaluated. 
From the second term of (1) 

tan r 
lim n tan -R2 a2sec2 = lim . lim -\R2 a2sec2 
n=oo n n n=oo 1 n=oo n 

n 
2 7r 7 _r sec2e (2) 

lim n. %R2 _a2 =7 R2 -a2. 
n= 1 

n 2 
From the third term of (1), 

R cos 
. (-2'L) 

X R . 7r n n2 /~R 
r 7 

sin [(R2 -a2)12 R2 sin sin-' 2 [ lim-- - R2- a2 sn 
(R2o 

-2)!2 
= 1o (R2 - a2)'! 2' 
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From the last term of (1) in a similar manner 

r atanX 1 
lim n sin-' n I r 
i= 

n sin-1 
L(R2- a2)l/2 I - (R2 - a2)'/2 

Substit,uting these values in (1) and reducing 
VII = lim V =4[R3 - (R2 - a2)3/2] 

n=00 

which is the result for the familiar problem of the volume cut from a sphere of radius R by 
circular cylinder of radius a when the center of the sphere is on the axis of the cylinder. 

Also solved by PAUL CAPRON, A. W. SMITH and the PROPOSER. 

401. Proposed by LAENAS G. WELD, Pullman, Ill. 
Given a continuum of triangles whose sides are in arithmetical progression, the common dif- 

ference being h: (a) The ratio of the mean value of all the triangles, the mean of whose three sides 
is not greater than ,u, to the area of the triangle, the mean of whose three sides is equal to , is 
(, + 2h)/3,u. Indicate the limiting values of this ratio and show that, when it is equal to 1/2, the 
triangle whose mean side is , is right angled. (b) The ratio of the mean value of the areas of the 
circles inscribed in all these triangles, the mean of whose three sides is not greater than ,u, to that 
of the circle inscribed in the triangle, the mean of whose three sides is equal to ,o, has the limiting 
values 1/2 and 1/3. When the triangle whose mean side is , is right angled, the ratio in ques- 
tion is 4/9. (c) Of the circles circumscribed about these triangles the minimum has the radius 2h. 

SOLUTION BY A. H. WILSON, Haverford College. 
Let x - h, x, and x + h be the three sides. Then the area is 

[s(s - at)(s - b)(s - c)]1/2 = '[3x2(x2- 4h2)]"12 

The mean area of all triangles, the mean of whose three sides is not greater than ,, is 

4(/- 2h)2xi x2 - 4h2dx = 4- 2- _4h2(/.o + 2h) 

the least value of x being 2h. 
The area of the triangle for which x = u is 

1[3A2(2 - 4hk2)]I 2 -/I(,42_ 4h2)"12 i ~~~~4 
(a) The ratio of these two areas is (,u + 2h)/3,4. The limits of this ratio occur for the values 

,u = 2h and ,u = oo, and are, respectively, 2/3 and 1/3. If the ratio is equal to 1/2, then A = 4h; 
and the sides 3h, 4h, and 5h are those of a right triangle. 

(b) The area of the inscribed circle is 

rr2 = 7r(x2- 4h2)/12. (r = [(s - a)(s - b)(s -C)/]2). 

The mean of such areas for triangles of the first class is 

(x2- 4h2)dx = - (A2 + 2h - 8h2). 12A- 2h)f2 36 

The area of the circle of the second class is 7r(Ct2- 4h2)/12; and the ratio of the two areas is 
(,A + 4h)/3(,g + 2h). The limiting values of this ratio are 1/2 and 1/3, and for the value 4/9 the 
mean side is 4h, and the triangle is right-angled. 

(c) The area of the circumscribed triangle is 7rR2 = 7r(abc)2/16s(s - a) (s - b)(s - c) 
= r(x2 - h2)2/3(x2 - 4h2). For a minimum, equate the derivative to 0; and there results for x 
the value 7h, giving a minimum. For this value of x the radius of the circumscribed circle is 2h. 

Also solved by ELIJAH SWIFT. 
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